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PART
ONE
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An analysis on modern cemeteries

Origins
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Origins

“The undisputed truth of humanity’s mortality forces
human societies to learn how to cope with death and
its role in life.”

The burial customs and placement of an individuals
are viewed as the deceased’s point of connection
between this world and the next and for this reason
many cultures place an emphasis on the specific place
of burials.”

-Hallowed Ground, Place, and Culture: The
Cemetery and the Creation of Place

-V. A. Aleshkin
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Origins

Although the earliest civilizations had many varying funerary practices and beliefs, there are two
elements that are common in most cultures, the experience and the place.
•Experience- How a person’s body was handled and associated rituals regarding the end of a person’s
life. An example of this would be a funeral.
•Place- Where the experiences took place and where a person’s remains were placed. A person’s final
resting place was reflective of how their perceived place in society.
These two factors are shared across different cultures and have been common throughout human
history. The experience is often the ceremony that would take place after an individual has passed.
Today we may think of this part as the funeral and other related events after a person passes. The
place is where the body was eventually laid to rest. We may think of this as the cemetery or
columbarium. The place has changed and can vary quite drastically among cultures. The place is often
specialized or contains some deep cultural meaning. Some of the oldest remaining structures or
monuments from ancient cultures are markers for where the deceased were laid to rest. The pyramids
in Egypt are great examples of how the place of where the dead are laid to rest is significant.
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Origins

This began to change in the 18th century. Due to sanitary reasons as well as view shifts in western
societies, funerals shifted from important and sacred areas to more remote areas.
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Importance

Those viewed as important were placed at or near the most important places in a society. Those
of lesser affluence were placed further away. This is why many of the oldest existing final resting
places were their respective societies most affluent individuals. These important places were often served as a moral compass or cultural landmark for a society. Several examples of these kinds
of places would be the pyramids in Egypt and cathedrals throughout Europe.

Importance

In early communities funerals were often very similar among people in a society as people were
viewed as close to equals. This was reflective of many burial or funerary services held in early
societies where end of life rituals varied little between each individual. As civilization developed hierarchy, final resting place reflected this hierarchy. A person’s position and prestige in life
became reflective of both the experience and final resting place when they passed. Typically the
wider the inequality within a society the starker the differences in these two regards.

Origins
After the 18th century cemeteries moved away from sacred and important places in western
cultures, but became their own type of locations. During this time Europe had suffered through
several major plagues and did not have a very good understanding of the causes. Many believed
that close proximity to the dead was to blame. This is where the practice of burying the
deceased six feet under the ground and far away from places of residence became the norm.
This in many ways is where the modern cemetery or traditional funeral was born.
These cemeteries continued to reflect cultural values, but in different ways. Religion, wealth and
social class continued to be a discriminating factors in these cemeteries, just as they were in
societies at the time. Societies highest ranked individuals were often interred in the most
prestigious cathedrals or places of similar honor. Slaves and other members of society’s lowest
rungs were often interred in unmarked graves outside the limits of civilization. The vast
majority of people were placed in a large, public plot of land. Here they would be buried and
have a modest marker to signal their final resting place. The upkeep of this small rectangle would
be the responsibility of those surviving the deceased. As those people passed as well, the graves
would fall into disrepair, leading to entire cemeteries decaying over time.
Regardless of historical shortcomings, these sites were often peaceful places where many could
escape the undesirable living conditions of urban life. In the early 20th century it was actually
still common for families to have picnics on a regular basis in cemeteries. They also served, more
importantly, as physical places for those who had lost friends or family members to physically
feel close to those who had passed. Cemeteries often serve as important places in the regular
grieving process for the individuals in the society they serve.
Overtime the designs of new cemeteries has changed, but the underlying concepts remain the
same. These changes often were reflective of the places and societies that created them. In
some instances the cities and cemeteries even appear similar.
Cemeteries are a reflection of the world its residents lived in.
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Images: Credit maps.google.com

Origins

Thesis
Traditional cemeteries, defined as a place where the deceased are embalmed, placed in metal coffins and
buried horizontally underground, are important places but have become outdated. Traditional cemeteries
can be improved in terms of economic use of space, circulation, and visitor experience. Improving these
aspects will make cemeteries more environmentaly sustainable, more practical for people and cities, and
overall improve the experience of the modern consumer.
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Space
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Space

“Architecture is the thoughtful
making of space.”
-Louis Kahn
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A major issue that cemeteries have to deal with is the management of
space. As urban areas grow all over the world. This causes many to
question if a gravestone and a plot for a coffin in an open field that will
remain undisturbed for centuries is still a valid way to handle the dead.

Space
Traditional Grave Definition and Size
At this size 360 graves will fit into 10,000 ft.2 space. This does not
account for circulation or larger graves that may be required. This layout, though dense, is impractical for
multiple reasons, including the fact that many people are too large for such small plots and that this has
coffins lined literally shoulder to shoulder. However, it does represent the maximum for traditional burial, in
the US.

Plan View of a Traditional Cemetery at Maximum Density
(Using 8’-0” x 3’-4” plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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A traditional grave for this project will be defined as “a preserved body placed in a metal casket and then
buried,” as stated in “Grave Matters: A Journey Through the Modern Funeral Industry to a Natural Way of
Burial,” by Mark Harris
A standard grave is 40” wide by 8 feet long,
according to the International Cemetery, Cremation and Funeral Association. These dimensions take into
account room for a marker or headstone. Most cemeteries in the US use these dimensions to plot graves.
The depth is subject to change.2 These dimensions exclude space between plots. Plots may also be double
stacked, this is usually reserved for couples that choose to share a plot.
-An urn takes about 1/6 - 1/9 the space of a coffin, so these figures can be multiplied by 6-9 to find estimates
for storing cremated remains.
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Space
Palm Downtown Mortuary & Cemetery
Las Vegas, NV
(Case Study)

Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery has a little over 10 acres of land at this location to utilize. They use
the standard plot size commonly used throughout the US. The tight grouping does not allow for much room
for pathways or other programs. The site does include a columbarium. The columbarium does greatly densify
the space, allowing them to have a much more dense packing.

Plan View of Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery at Maximum Density
(Using Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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Credit dignitymemorial.com

100' - 0"
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Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery is a fairly large cemetery located in Las Vegas. This location began
in 1957. It has since grown and also includes an extensive columbarium. It is one of the locations used by Clark
County to inter those who pass away with no money or known relatives. The cemetery is non denominational
and is open to any looking to bury or have their ashes stored at the site.
The site also includes a chapel-like building where services can be held, without having to leave the site.
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Possible Depth = 1

Space
Arlington National Cemetery
Arlington, VA
(Case Study)

Arlington’s grid averages to 5’-6”x 10’-0” per plot. Good organization allows for excellent land use.
Furthermore, plots can contain up to three residents, but only close family members. This boosts this model’s
potential from 180 residents to a potential of 540, but three residents per plot is not the norm. Each plot may
also contain up to 6 urns for those who prefer cremation then burial.

Plan View of Arlington National Cemetery at Maximum Density
(Using Arlington National Cemetery’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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Credit arlingtoncemetery.mil
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Arlington is the most well known military cemetery in the United States. It is recognizable by its well
manicured appearance and orderly spacing. It contains the graves of soldiers from nearly every American
conflict. Recently space has become an increasing issue. There are an average of 30 funerals per day in
Arlington.
Arlington added a Columbarium which helped ease the burden of the cemetery, but it is still expected to
outgrow its demand in the near future. There are plans to expand, but they are facing criticism at the
moment.
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Possible Depth = 3

Space
Hong Kong Chinese Christian Churches Union
Cemetery, Hong Kong
(Case Study)

This is one of the most dense cemeteries in the world, arranged to hold 396 graves per 10,000 ft2, not
accounting circulation. This is still not sufficient to meet the high demand in Hong Kong. The cemetery takes
up a large portion of land. This is justified by using land less desirable for high density construction, which in
this case is a hill.

Plan View of Hong Kong Chinese Christian Churches Union Cemetery at Maximum Density
(Using the cemetery’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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Credit amusingplanet.com

Hong Kong is known partially for its high density. Its cemetery reflects this facet of life. The cemeteries in
Hong Kong were often for Europeans or christian converts as majority of the native population practiced
cremation. This means that the cemeteries here are only a few hundred years old at the most.
One notable feature is the fact that there is less hierarchy present in this cemetery than many of its
European and American counterparts. This has to do with the fact that many of the wealthy Christians left
retired and left Hong Kong before passing. This meant that cemeteries here served principally poor
Christians, resulting in a cemetery that presented equality in death.
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Possible Depth = 1

Space
Vertical Burial

Pros

(Potential Reconfiguration of Traditional Cemeteries)

Cons

•High Capacity

•Highly Untraditional

•Adaptable to rough terrain

•Requires more structure to
be vertical

•Flexible layout

Plan View of “Vertical Burial” at Maximum Density
(Using the vertical burial’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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A vertical arrangement in a cemetery allows for the maximum land use. It does not require that they are
densely packed, but allows the possibility. Vertical burial in not a common practice and would probably be
seen as taboo by many groups. With a relatively tight grouping 1,089 graves can fit in a 100’ x 100’ plot. This
number can multiply depending on how many levels are stacked. This form also is generally easier to adjust
to a floor plan and floor space is often more limited than vertical space. Another advantage is the fact that
plots can be used in a structural manner. While this works structurally it leaves bodies in an “unnatural” state
since they are not in a resting position nor in a stable position either. This may go against the desires and
beliefs of a local population, but the position of a body could be modified to better suite this kind of layout,
perhaps the fetal position or a sitting position as well.
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Possible Depth = 10+

Space
Modular Plots

Pros

(Potential Reconfiguration of Traditional Cemeteries)

Cons

•More Space

•Requires Structural Materials

•Modifiable Pods

•Requires Regular Cleaning
and Maintenance

•Mobile
•Not Easily Adaptive to
Environment

•Stackable

Plan View of “Modular Pods” at Maximum Density
(Using the modular plot’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)

10

10
Using modular pods draws on inspiration from traditions of many wealthy graves. This method allows for the
space that the wealthy typically enjoy, but still has the ability to stack. This helps make up the density lost
from the spacious pods. These pods also provide a space for each individual. These pods can come in many
sizes. In a 10 Ft3 pod, this would allow for 100 graves in a 100 ft x 100 ft plot of land. This number would
multiple per level, but requires flat land to properly stack. These pods, based on shape, also have natural
structural strength. The layout also gives each plot an alloted space that could be used to personalize the
plot without affecting the overall appearance of the cemetery in a negative way.
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Possible Depth = 10+

Space
Dense Stacking

Pros

(Potential Reconfiguration of Traditional Cemeteries)

Cons

•High Density

•Requires Structure

•Adaptable to Environment

•Requires Maintenance

•Stackable
•Traditional
Plan View of “Dense Stacking” at Maximum Density
(Using the dense stacking’s average plot size to maximum effect in an ideal 100 ft2 plot)
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Dense stacking is the condensing of plots as well as adding layers to this format. This method sacrifices extra
space around the cemetery to maximizes the utilization of space. This method requires proper structure to
properly contain all the units. Dense stacking, as arranged below, can accommodate up to 462 graves in a
10,000 ft2 while allowing space for the structure holding it all together. This format also allows for multiple
layers to be added, allowing space usage to be further multiplied. Similar methods have been used
historically. Often to deal the poor buried in over-crowded cemeteries. Such methods can be seen to varying
degrees in the catacombs in Paris and also in Kutna Hora in the Czech Republic.
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Possible Depth = 10+

Circulation
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Circulation

“...it is evident that circulation is what makes or breaks
public architecture....”

-Rem Koolhaas
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A highly efficient cemetery will require efficient
methods of circulation. Visitors and materials will need
to move around freely. Higher density will compound
the need and challenge of providing effective
circulation.

Circulation
Palm Downtown Mortuary & Cemetery
Las Vegas, NV
(Case Study)

The circulation, similar to that of the city, favors the car. The principle paths are paved and spaced for
vehicles. The entire site is mainly grass, so there are no major obstacles preventing pedestrians from walking
in any direction, but there are very few paths dedicated specifically to them. The squares are
columbariums or other important program areas. The remaining area is densely packed with graves. This
dense packing makes it difficult to have many trees planted, resulting in less shade, resulting in many opting
to use a car to navigate instead of a foot trail in the hot Mojave climate. The use of grass helps bring a natural
feel and
tranquility to the site, but it requires and intensive amount of labor and capital to maintain it while being
exposed to the sun without much shade or rainfall.
Circulation Map of Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery

Credit dignitymemorial.com

Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery is a fairly large cemetery located in Las Vegas. This location began
in 1957. It has since grown and also includes an extensive columbarium. It is one of the locations used by Clark
County to inter those who pass away with no money or known relatives. The cemetery is non denominational
and is open to any looking to bury or have their ashes stored at the site.
The site also includes a chapel-like building where services can be held, without having to leave the site.

Vehicle

Pedestrian
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*The map above shows the pathways. The spaces between are primarily graves with some columbariums and
landscape features sprinkled throughout the site.

Circulation
Skogskyrkogården
Stockholm, Sweden
(Case Study)

The cemetery, at first glance, looks very traditional. Like many traditional cemeteries, it is laid out in a grid
with a series of primary and secondary pathways. The blocks that are created are forested. This makes it feel
like a “cemetery in the woods,” (Skogskyrkogården is Swedish for cemetery in the woods). The trees act to
bring a sense of solitude to visitors. The tall pines also act to give a sense of solidarity and help one ponder
as a person walks through the narrow central pathway with the height of the trees emphasizing its narrowness. The layout of the buildings are also placed in a way to emphasize the important pathways and connect
to the other important landmarks placed throughout the site. Resurrection Chapel (nine design iterations
pictured below) faces resurrection hill and the adjacent lake. The nine iterations show how large paths,
narrow paths and the chapel could all connect.

ÿÿÿÿÿÿ ÿ

01ÿ34567ÿ8437ÿ91 1 4

Credit Candid Animal

Skogskyrkogården is a cemetery located in Stockholm, Sweden. It was part of a design competition that took
place in the early 20th century. The winners were two architects, Gunnar Asplund and Sigurd Lewerentz,
who designed a cemetery that felt like an English Garden, as was the trend at the time. It was complete with
a lake and Greek and Roman style buildings scattered throughout the plan. What sets Skogskyrkogården
apart from other cemeteries founded at the same time is the fact that the architects designed the cemetery
around the how it would work experientially for visitors. This includes how the paths feel to mourners and
tourists alike and how the trees and vegetation affect one’s thoughts and feelings as they meander through
the large cemetery complex.
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The result is that Skogskyrkogården is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site and attracts local and
international visitors.
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Credit Torricelli, Carlotta; Politecnico di Milano
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Above is a section of the site and a site plan beneath it. The large pathways can be used by both cars and
pedestrians. The narrow ones are exclusively for pedestrians. The trees block the entire site from above
except for the circulation and the open field near Resurrection Hill. Ressurection Hill is the square shown on
the left and is the highest elevation of the entire site. The left is where the most important chapel of the site
is and path connecting the two is shown in the images in the previous pages.

Circulation
St. Louis Cemetery No. 2
New Orleans, LA
(Case Study)
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The cemetery is divided into three main blocks. These blocks are divided my primary and secondary streets.
Units are numbered by the diocese that owns and maintains the cemetery, but the numbering system has
deteriorated over the years, resulting in incomplete and partial numbering. The units are also divided up into
multiple bays and tiers. This system helps maximize space and also allowed family or other associates to be
buried in close proximity. Using bays and tiers, the plots acted in a similar fashion to apartments of the time
housing multiple people within one complex.
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Circulation
Urban Mimicry
Within the context of the US, this means that cemeteries should adapt in similar ways to how cities are
currently adapting with rising density. The four aspects of modern city planning that

(Analysis)

Expandable Grid

Vertical Circulation

Integrated Nature

A.I. Systems

Credit Giorgos Kallis

Urban Mimicry is idea that successful cemeteries duplicate the best parts of cities and urban design. The
conclusion reached by the research done in this study is that, while successful cemeteries duplicate certain
aspects of contemporary cities and developments, there is also a level of fantasy or imagination added. An
exact duplicate of a city is not desired. Clients are more likely to have their final resting place be a mixture
of home, heaven, and nature. This means that it should be a physical reminder of when and how the person
lived, display some sort of beauty that helps capture that person’s ideals or dreams, and have some form of
nature involved to help visitors feel a sense of tranquility or peace that separates a crowded cemetery from
a busy city. In short, an ideal cemetery should be an idealized version of an urban design made peaceful
through the aid of natural elements.
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Circulation
Urban Mimicry
A. Expandable Grid
(Analysis)

Cemeteries, like cities, must plan for growth. Cities, unlike cemeteries, plan growth that expands outward as
well as growth that happens from condensing and vertical expansion. Traditionally, many cemeteries follow
a set pattern of growth when the capacity is reached, often are required to do either stop providing plots,
disinter previous residents, usually those of lower status, or look for new land to expand.
Based on the research, it seems that successful cemeteries of the future will have to plan circulation based
on a grid that will expand over time. The cemeteries of New Orleans are beautiful and a source of pride for
residents, but many have ceased to take in new customers because they are full. This has led to issues with
upkeep. Skogskyrkogården and other Swedish cemeteries require family members of those interned to pay
a fee every 25 years, or have their grave reused. While this practice is not ideal for families who’ve lost loved
ones, it is effective at allowing cemeteries to continue upkeep.
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Warsaw, Poland
The above image is the Jewish Cemetery in Warsaw. It is in a walled area. This prevented it from expanding
and overtime it became very dense and this led to many problems with growth and maintenance.

Circulation
Urban Mimicry
B. Vertical Circulation
(Analysis)

A huge innovation that dramatically altered cities was the invention of the elevator. With its invention and
use people were able to expand buildings vertically, this allowed cities to become exponentially more dense.
Cemeteries, like cities, should look to include methods of using methods of vertical circulation.
Having a reliable method of vertical circulation will help cemeteries of the future have more adaptable.

Credit amusingplanet.com

Hong Kong
The above image is one of the Chinese Christian cemeteries in Hong Kong. This one was built on a steep hill
and therefore has to deal with many challenges regarding vertical circulation.
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Circulation
Urban Mimicry
C. Integrated Nature
(Analysis)

Cemeteries are places that people associate with peace and as a quite resting place. Successful cemeteries
mimic cities, but must be much more relaxing and peaceful. For this to be done successfully, it is required
that elements of nature be included. In many modern cemeteries, planning involves dividing land into a
maximum number of plot sizes the pathways. Many cemeteries then have issues integrating and maintaining
trees, grass and other natural elements meant to enhance visitor experience.
The issues that arise with crowding cemeteries is that many plants have space for their roots limited or often
disturbed by the activities that occur in a cemetery. The biggest expense and labor expenditure facing many
cemeteries is regarding plant life. They are important for circulation because they are managed and planted
on a system or grid. Integrating this grid into circulation is essential for plants to be as productive as possible
in future cemeteries.
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Credit u/damn-devil

Buenos Aires, Argentina
The above image is a well known cemetery known for its above ground units and distinct architectural
features. Even though all its residents are deceased, it has natural elements integrated in key locations for
maximum effect.

Circulation
Urban Mimicry
D. A.I. Systems
(Analysis)

A study funded by Deloltte University Press calculated how much the US government could potentially save
on man hours with an investment in A.I. The study found that at a federal level the government could save
$3.3 billion with just a low level of investment over the course of 5 to seven years. Similar implementation of
A.I. in the future cemeteries could help cut costs in ways that would allow them to grow beyond past
limitations.

Chart of Potential Annual Savings for US Government with AI

Cemeteries and cities alike require maintenance and upkeep, regardless of how simple or integrated with
nature the design may be. Cities take advantage of automatic and A.I. systems to reduce the cost and labor
needed to keep a city running smoothly. Examples of this include security cameras, stop lights, and self
operating mechanisms.
If cemeteries can integrate some of the many uses that are available through A.I., they can see a reduction in
some of their biggest financial expenditures as well as increase in overall effectiveness.
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Circulation
Enhancing to Experience
Skogskyrkogården also takes advantage of a hill nearby. The hill is surrounded by large open spaces. These
spaces give the opposite effect of the narrow corridor. It helps create a sense of hope and tranquility. The
designers take it a step further and create the stairs in a uneven way. They put the bottom stairs as the
steepest and have them gradually become less steep as the user nears the top of the hill. Doing this, the user
feels less tired climbing the hill and psychologically is less aware of the strain, thus feeling more calm and
tranquil.

(Analysis)

Credit skogskyrkogarden.stockholm.se

Circulation the ideal cemeteries of the future must not only be a logistical tool, but one that is designed as a
means of amplifying the experience to those visiting the facility. This can be seen done extensively in
Skogskyrkogården. In the image above, one can see that the path leading to the chapel is flanked on either
side with tall trees. This makes the path very solemn and sets the participant in the correct mindset for the
approaching funeral service. When participants leave, they exit a separate door that leads to a wider path
that helps participants feel the release of tension after the service and adjust to the grief felt.
Credit skogskyrkogarden.stockholm.se
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Circulation
Flexible
(Analysis)

The future, if at all predictable, seems to indicate that change and rate that change occurs will only get faster.
In order for cemeteries to adapt to the high rate of change occurring in the cities of tomorrow, they will need
to be able to change at a rapid pace as well.
The implementation of modules and modular construction that can easily be moved and altered seems to be
a theme that is becoming more popular and feasible as time progresses.
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Some possible solutions would be modular in nature as well and should have means to be accessible by the
handicapped as well. This will likely mean the need of an electronic component to this modular circulation to
help with the vertical aspects of it.

Visitors
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Visitors

The average human is deceased. Therefore, the average human
residence is not a home, but rather a grave.
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Cemeteries are principally for the living and not the dead. We, as a
society, are responsible to determine what that means.

Visitors
Palm Downtown Mortuary & Cemetery
Las Vegas, NV
(Case Study)

Palm Mortuary has an open plan and multipurpose facilities located at the same location as the cemetery.
This allows for the cemetery to host a wide range of events, which they advertise on their website. Some of
these events include jazz ensembles, hula dancers, barbecue themes services and much more. The company
also hosts general events from time to time, such as special events for memorial day and 9/11 and such.
The experience, apart from when end of life services are being held, is calm. There are still the sounds of the
city that can be heard, but the plant life helps absorb some of it. The biggest obstacle is the strong sun, from
which there is some shade to hide. The columbariums have shaded walkways, but the graves only have
limited amounts of trees to provide shade. The primary reason to visit is to visit a grave.

Credit dignitymemorial.com

Palm Downtown Mortuary and Cemetery is a fairly large cemetery located in Las Vegas. This location began
in 1957. It has since grown and also includes an extensive columbarium. It is one of the locations used by Clark
County to inter those who pass away with no money or known relatives. The cemetery is non denominational
and is open to any looking to bury or have their ashes stored at the site.
The site also includes a chapel-like building where services can be held, without having to leave the site.
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Credit dignitymemorial.com

Visitors
Panteón General
Oaxaca, Mexico

The Panteón General in Oaxaca has been in use for centuries and is consequently very crowded. Tourists
and locals alike enjoy the site for its historical value, the unique aesthetics of the individualized graves, its
diverse and beautiful plant life, and its unique cultural identity. The layout has wide, central paths that allow
for community events and activities to take place. As a result the site does not feel quite as tranquil as Palm
Downtown Cemetery in Las Vegas, but it is very lively and an integral part of the community. During the Dia
De Los Muertos Festival the area fills up and is filled with music, light, food and people.

(Case Study)

The experience is very appropriate for Oaxaca and combines traditions of both prehispanic Mexico and
Catholic traditions of modern Mexico.

Credit tripadvisor.com

The Panteón General in Oaxaca, Mexico, was founded in the 1820’s. It first users were victims of cholera and
smallpox outbreaks swept through the region at the time. Today, it still remains in active use, and also serves
as a popular tourist destination, especially November 1st and 2nd when Dia De Los Muertos, or Day of the
Dead is celebrated. The site includes an old chapel, columbairium and is surrounded by old stone walls.

Credit tripadvisor.com
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Visitors
Boot Hill Graveyard
Tombstone, AZ

The last funerals that took place here were in 1884, so the cemetery is principally visited by tourists. The site
also receives its funding from profits made from tourists to the site. Tourists who visit hope to experience
part of a wild west fantasy. The cemetery in response works hard to curate this experience. Before the
cemetery reopened for tourists,

(Case Study)

This leads some visitors to complain about lack of authenticity.

Credit npr.org

The name “Boot Hill” is commonly used throughout the western United States in reference to old
cemeteries. Boot Hill was a type of cemetery where one was buried who died with their “boots on.” This
typically meant those who had died by violent means, such as being shot, stabbed, or hung. Many individuals
in these types of graves were often without identification, so many of the graves have descriptions instead of
names.
The Boot Hill Cemetery in Tombstone is particularly well known, although it was only in use for six years,
because it has victims from the famous O.K. Corral shoot out. It also contains a larger Chinese population
than other cemeteries of the time did as well as a Jewish memorial.
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Credit npr.org

Credit maps.google.com

Visitors
Mountain View Cemetery
Oakland, CA

Olmsted, being a landscape architect, designed Mountain View Cemetery much like a park. As a result the
visitor experience is very similar to that of a park would be. It contains a vast variety of plant life, both native
and foriegn, meandering paths, and even hosts community events, much like a local park would. Some events
offered are outdoor movies, weddings, a guitar series, and a food tour. The facilities located on the premises
and the large open space help the site host a wide range of events. The people who visit are not only
mourners, but also tourists and people who would normally visit a local park.

(Case Study)

The park website boasts that the site provides a natural experience that many living in the city need to be
healthy and happy.
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The Cemetery continues to expand today and currently houses over 24,000 deceased persons.
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Mountain View Cemetery was established in the 1860’s and designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, the
architect famous for designing Central Park in New York City. Having Olmsted’s name attached to the site
instantly made it a popular place with California’s affluent of the time. Many of the original plots form an area
known as Millionaire’s Row, a reference not only to the wealth of those interned there but also to the
extravagance of the statues and mausoleums present.
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Visitors
Visitor Appeal
(Analysis)

Based on the cemeteries studied, successful cemeteries, whether new or old, have to be appealing to
visitors. There are three categories by which the potential success of cemetery can be analyzed. These three
metrics should be used when designing a cemetery. For cemeteries of the future that are able to adapt to
the changing demands and needs of the US and the world, careful attention will need to be given to these
metrics.

Space for Experiences

Culture
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Amenities

Visitors
Visitor Appeal
A. Space for Experiences

1. Funerals and End of Life Celebrations

(Analysis)
Funerals are the time when most people are likely
to gather around a single deceased at the same
time and can have a wide range of how many
people attendant. While some can have over 600
people attend, it is common to plan for about
60-80 attendees. This can take up a lot of space
and many cemeteries opt to have this location
separate from the cemetery. Including it in the
same location as the cemetery may be difficult,
but it does allow space for other events and
architectural opportunities as well

2. Visiting Mourners

The correct use of space can not only enable a cemetery to function properly, but can enhance the visitor
experience as well. The types of spaces have been divided into four categories. Implementing these
categories into the overall plan of a cemetery will boost the experience of those visiting or using the
cemetery.
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While funerals are the often the last event held
for a person, it is common to have friends and
family members visit a grave to remember or
mourn a person. It is very important for their
experience that they have a small space to be
near their fallen loved one. It is infrequent that
these groups get very big, so just a small space
per grave is needed. Some cemeteries will have
chairs and tables nest to graves to accommodate
those visiting. Privacy may be something to
consider as well.

Visitors
Visitor Appeal
A. Space for Experiences
3. Events
(Analysis)

4. Pathways
(Analysis)

Wide pathways can take up a lot of space, but
including them in a design allows for space to
potentially become event space or inviting for
pedestrian traffic. Many cemeteries use wide
paths principally for vehicles, but having them
used strictly for pedestrians can make a huge
difference. In the Panteon General in Oaxaca for
example, the wide paths allow space for people
to traffic during huge Dia de los Muertos festivals.
Hosting events can be a great way to not only
bring the community together, but remind the
community of a cemetery’s existence and
importance. A problem a cemetery may have is
lack of space as much of it is dedicated to occupied graves. Cemeteries that have a location for
holding funerals can design the space to work
as a multi-functional event space. These spaces,
while useful for the community, can also be
another form of revenue for a cemetery.

Medium sized paths can be a little less
intimidating for pedestrian. The size allows for
groups to pass through and is ideal for tours, but
may not be quite large enough to have an event.

Small pedestrian paths can help immerse a visitor
in the site much more than a wider path. The path
does not make it possible for events to take place
without spilling over on top of the graves. It is
also difficult for groups and tours to navigate. The
narrower path can help increase the output of
plots a cemetery can produce.
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Visitors
Visitor Appeal

3. Privacy
A cemetery can be a very emotional place for
many visitors. Many cemeteries can be very
sparsely crowded, giving visitors the privacy they
may desire when visiting the grave of a loved one.
If a cemetery is frequented by both tourists and
mourners it may be necessary to find a way for
those at funerals or in mourning to not have to
interfere with tourists and other visitors.

B. Amenities
(Analysis)
The inclusion of some basic amenities in the site can make a visitor’s experience much more enjoyable. Many
of these should be included to different degrees depending on the nature of the site.

1. Nature
4. Shading
The incorporation of nature is something visitors
expect in a modern day cemetery and is
something that future cemeteries should include
as well. The amount is dependent on each
project. Some sites work very well with little
greenery. This is often the most expensive maintenance cost and should be considered when
designing a cemetery.

5. Lighting

2. Events

Having events, even small in scale, such as tours,
music or events for holidays can give many a
reason to visit and can increase a cemetery’s
importance to a community.
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A visit to a cemetery should be peaceful and
relaxing, both of which can be difficult to feel if in
the open under the sun. This can often be done
through the use of trees along pathways.

The clever use of lighting can extend a cemetery’s
operational hours while enhancing its beauty and
its positive affect on visitors. It also can allow for
events to take place after dark, which can be very
marketable for a cemetery.

Visitors
Visitor Appeal
C. Culture

1. Famous Resident(s)

(Analysis)
In ancient times like modern times, many will take
pilgrimages to visit an icon’s final resting place. If
a cemetery is iconic or is in some way appealing
to the affluent, like Millionaire’s Row in Oakland,
it is more likely to attract people who’s graves will
be visited for decades after their passing.

Culture can be a difficult aspect to manually add
to a cemetery design. There are three
components that, if any or all, are included in
a cemetery, will increase its perceived cultural
value, thereby drastically increasing visits from
tourists.

2. Exceptional Design

Having good design or a well known designer can
boost the cultural value of a cemetery much like
Skogskyrkogården in Sweden or Mountain View
Cemetery in California. Many will visit just to see
publicly acclaimed designs.

3. Reflective of Place
Tourists may seldon travel exclusively to visit a
cemetery, but may find themselves drawn in to
experience local culture. The Panteon General
in Oaxaca is an example of a cemetery being
reflective of it place and culture that it draws in
the same tourists who go to Oaxaca for other
reasons.
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Visitors
Community Involvement
(Analysis)

The support of a community can extremely
impactful for the growth and health of a
cemetery. Modern cemeteries may be treated
like a landfill, assigned to the outskirts of town to
store human refuse from the city. With
community support, it can drastically change to a
place where people can celebrate life.

Credit green-wood.com

Credit World on a Whim
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Visitors
Digital Incorporation
A. Deployed at Plot
(Analysis)

(Analysis)

A cemetery is a place where a person who has
passed can leave a marker of themselves so they
can be remembered. This often means basic
identification, such as name and dates of life.
Some will also includes photos or phrases. With
increasing technology available to the general
public, most people have a vast library of
recorded photos, videos, and achievements. With
so much digital information for each person, it is
logical that cemeteries of the future will find ways
to display part of this information at a person’s
final place of residence.

In this section are listed some possible
techniques that could be deployed. A cemetery
could use one or a mix of several of these
techniques.
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Having digital elements of a person’s life included at their final resting place has many potential benefits. It
allows for those visiting a chance to better remember a passed individual through photos, videos and other
curated material. It also allows tourists the opportunity to get to know a community better by viewing
various different digital memorials while visiting a cemetery. It also has the potential to create a more
interactive experience for those visiting the grave of a famous deceased person. Downsides include lack of
privacy as anyone may be able to access these digital memories as well as a potentially higher cost of
maintenance and production of graves.

Visitors
Digital Incorporation
B. Deployed in Community Space

C. Deployed Online or in Private

(Analysis)

(Analysis)

A large public space could be utilized in a similar way to a theater. The cemetery could store the digital
records as well as curated content of each individual. Having a large, shared space for this would make it an
ideal place to use for funerals and end of life ceremonies. It could also allow individual visitors more space
to reminisce the life of loved ones as having the space shared will allow for more space then what would be
available at an individual grave. Low volumes of traffic, common in cemeteries, would allow it to work almost
as a large, private space.

Having content directly available online or in small private areas within a cemetery allows for maximum
amount of privacy. Having content curated specially by the cemetery available online allows individuals to
freely mourn or remember an individual as they please without being in a public setting and dealing with
societal expectations. While convenient for those who were close to the deceased individual, it does make
it more difficult for those who were not as close to learn about or understand the mark the individual had on
others’ lives.

Lack or privacy may be an issue with such a large public space.
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PART
TWO
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A proposal for improved cemeteries

Components
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Components

“We borrow from nature the space upon which we
build.”

-Tadao Ando
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Components
TOP PLAQUE
TOP PLATE
WITH VENT

List of Parts
The research gathered suggests that there are many
effective ways to improve on the current design of
cemeteries. Presented in this section is design based on
the research that could be very effective. The following
design that will be dissected in remainder of this
publication is one that efficiently improves on current
design and should be considered, but in no way is the only
good solution.
The diagram to the left show all the parts that would be
essential for this new type of cemetery. The proposal will
start from these building blocks and expand. At the end of
the publication, an entire proposed cemetery will be
created. The proposal will emerge from these building
blocks and how they adapt to the site.
This section will analyze each of the components that
makes the module on the right and describe its
construction and purpose for constructing a more
effecient cemetery.
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FRONTAL PLAQUE
FRONTAL VENT
RAMMED
EARTH WALLS
BOTTOM PLATE
WITH DRAINAGE

LOOSE DIRT
CORPSE WITH
SPECIALIZED BAG

Components
Top Plaque

Top Plate with Vent

The top plaque is made from permanent materials. The
purpose of this will be to mark the place of final rest for
the deceased as the site decomposes over time. It will also
allow the site to adapt to any vertical adjustments that may
occur.

The top plate with vent can be made from many different
materials, but can easily use a prefabricated material for
convenience. The material should be sufficiently heavy to
securely enclose the module. The Vent allows for plant life
to slowly sprout out of the nutritious soil and consume the
whole cube over time as the module slowly returns to the
Earth.

Important to note is that this is the only part of the module
not designed to disappear over time. It is important to the
design that at least a part of the deceased’s resting place
remain long after the rest of the module has returned to
the Earth.
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The vent can be designed or sized in any way that best
suites the deceased or the environment.

Components
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Frontal Plaque

Frontal Vent

The frontal plaque is made from materials that are meant
to be biodegradable to some degree. Materials that would
work best would be wood or stone. The rammed earth may
also be branded or affected in a way to mark the resting
place for at least a few decades. It’s low height (24”-48”)
above ground will mean that the frontal marker is at a
similar height to traditional gravestones. It will be more
temporary in nature, meant to last as long as the
deceased’s friends and loved ones.

The frontal vent, much like the top vent, acts as a way for
the component to interact with its environment. The vent
will allow plant life to slowly sprout from the front portion
of the component and very slowly, over time, absorb the
walls and structure back into the earth. The frontal vents
also allow for small amount of soil to be available to the environment. This means local plant life could occur naturally
within these small pockets of opportunity.

Components
Rammed Earth Walls

Bottom Plate with Drainage

The key piece to this study are the rammed earth walls.
The rammed earth walls provide many advantages that are
currently lacking in more traditional cemeteries. Rammed
earth’s main ingredient, soil, is available nearly everywhere
on Earth. The other materials include sand, portland
cement or lime. What makes this combination significant is
first that they are all biodegradable elements and friendly
on the ecosystem, unlike many of the materials currently
being used in modern cemeteries. These materials, apart
from the small amount of cement being used, have zero or
very low carbon footprints.

The bottom plate provides the foundation for the whole
module. The two important roles this piece performs are
drainage and to perform as a foundation. The bottom plate
drainage prevents the modules from being flooded. The
bases are to be made out of rammed earth as well. This
part can be built with pieces of wood to help improve
tensile strength.

Also significant is that rammed earth construction of these
modules will give the system the strength needed to be
built on over time. Important to note is the fact that not
each module will require four new walls. Walls can be
shared by neighboring modules.
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If needed, this part could also be concrete, but that would
inhibit the overall efficiency of the design. Drainage holes
can be designed to be site specific and will depend on
climate of an environment.

Components
Loose Dirt

Corpse with Specialized Bag

The module, which is adaptable in size and proportion, is
shown in the diagram to be large enough to contain about
25 cubic feet of interior space. The corpse and its bag will
be inside this space, obviously, but the remainder of the
space will be enclosed with dirt. This will further cocoon
the cadaver and help keep the exterior of the module
sanitary.

The central item of the design is the actual corpse. The
corpse will be placed into the fetal position. This is both
symbolic of one’s entry into life as well as a humane way to
compact a corpse. Key to this design are the pod in which
the corpse will be kept. The bag or pod is meant to work in
conjunction with the soil to contain unpleasant aspects of
natural decomposition, such as odor, leakage, and
scavengers.

It also acts as an interior buttress that maintains the other
components in place. Being the softest component also
allows it to serve as the area where plant life can slowly
sprout from the component.
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The case is meant to be built with biodegradable
materials to decompose overtime, just like the cadaver.
The bag aides in containing decomposition, but also assists
in enriching the soil after decomposition. This process is
important in using the deceased to continue the circle of
life.

Density - Climate
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Density - Climate

“Climate is what we expect, weather is what we get.”

“Anyone who believes in indefinite growth on a finite
planet is either mad, or an economist.”

-Mark Twain

-Sir David Attenborough
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Density - Climate
Overview of Density and Climate
Traditional cemeteries, defined in the previous sections, ignore many factors that go into consideration when
designing modern buildings and infrastructure. Two main considerations that will be explored through design
in this section will be climate and population density.
Displayed are the Köppen climate classification map, a population density map, and a population growth
graph. The Köppen climate classification map shows the wide range of climates separated based on
precipitation and heat. The population density map shows how the world’s population is spread over the
globe. The population growth graph shows how human growth is increasing at an exponential rate.
Each year, at the current population, over 55 million people die worldwide. As the population grows, so will
this number. Properly dealing with the many millions of remains is a major use of space in resources in many
parts of the world where space and resources are becoming more scarce.

KÖPPEN CLIMATE CLASSIFICATION
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POPULATION DENSITY

Density - Climate
Density

Bus Stop

Parks

Planters

Public Places

A. Megacity
For the purpose of this exercise, megacities will be defined as urban landscapes where there is no open sites
for new projects. Examples of this kind of city are Tokyo, London, and New York City, among many examples.
As cities become more dense, many no longer have the space necessary to for new cemeteries. Many
jurisdictions, such as San Francisco for example, have even gone as far as to outlaw cemeteries. This requires
special planning to accommodate the needs of the many who pass away every year in such dense cities. To
adjust for this, the components can be modified to fit inside the existing urban landscape.
The module can be shrunk and then constructed using cremated remains of the deceased in the rammed
earth mixture. These blocks could vary in size, but would function in a similar way as CMU, but would be
individualized to recognize the deceased.
FRONTAL PLAQUE
RAMMED
EARTH WALLS
OPENING
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Density - Climate
Density
B. City
For the purpose of this exercise, cities will be defined as urban landscapes where increasing density is a
factor, but there remain open sites for new projects. Examples of this kind of city are Las Vegas, Denver, and
Phoenix, among many examples.
These cities are growing quickly, but are not yet saturated as far as density is concerned. This means unused
land can still be alloted for new cemeteries. Initiating this proposed design at the begining will allow the site
to densify as the city grows.

The two views below show how this module would look in a possible arrangement when planning a new
cemetery for a growing city. The verticality allows for extended growth as the site becomes more dense over
time. The materials are green and would naturally attract local plant life to inhabit the site slowly over time,
without any expensive maintenance. The organization also allows the cemetery to also function as a
columbarium. As more people opt to be cremated instead of be buried, this will allow the site to service
both. Certain walls would need to be widened at the base for structural integrity, as shown in the profile
view.

SHARED LONG WALL
SHARED SHORT WALLS
OVERHEAD GREEN SPACE
5’-0” COMPONENT
25 FT3 SPACE FOR
SOIL AND CADAVER

Frontal View
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Profile View

Density - Climate
Density
C. Small City/Suburb/Rural
For the purpose of this exercise, this design will show how the module could be adjusted in places where
open space is plentiful. The would be easier to build in areas where space is plentiful, but would still provide
several advantages over traditional cemeteries in terms of carbon emissions, environmental effect and space
usage.
Population areas with less density use the same module, but rely on the terrain to provide much of the
material and work. The base and vertical walls can be dug into the ground instead of built up. This
configuration in an area of low density should allow the site to slowly be reclaimed by nature of the course
of a few generations

TOP VIEW

PROFILE VIEW
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TOP PLAQUE
TOP PLATE
CORPSE WITH
SPECIALIZED BAG

LOOSE DIRT
5 FT3 GRAVE DUG
INTO GROUND

Density - Climate
Climate
A. Humid Subtropical Climate
Humid subtropical climates are characterized by warm, hot summers and mild, cool winters. It is estimated
that around one billion people in the world live in this climate. This climate is often close to the ocean or
other large bodies of water. This makes these areas susceptible to flooding. Furthermore, these areas are
some of the most vulnerable to climate change. This module can be adapted to better work in these
environments.
In this design the top plaque is built as a buoyant material attached to a biodegradable tether. The tether and
top plaque are designed to slowly degrade over the course of several decades. The rammed earth mixture
is to include arsenic. This will greatly increase the mixtures ability to hold its form underwater. The pieces
would have to be prefabricated above water then installed and assembled underwater.
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TOP PLAQUE
TOP PLATE
TETHER
RAMMED EARTH
FRONTAL PLAQUE
BOTTOM PLATE
DIRT
CORPSE

Density - Climate
Climate
B. Hot Desert Climate
Hot desert climate is defined by deserts that are hot year round. These climates rarely see temperatures
drop below freezing. Another defining characteristic is the lack of any significant amount of rainfall. This
climate type is important because as human population expands, many new, rapidly growing cities are being
created in hot desert climates. Las Vegas and Dubai are examples of this phenomena.
By stacking the modules and arranging them in long lines, planners can then add a canopy. This would allow
the visitors and components to be protected from the intense sunlight characteristic of this climate. The
components made of rammed earth serve as cooling members to further make the experience of visitors in
this extreme climate more pleasant.
OVERHEAD CANOPY
SHARED LONG WALL
SHARED SHORT WALLS
OVERHEAD GREEN SPACE
5’-0” COMPONENT
25 FT3 SPACE FOR
SOIL AND CADAVER
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TOP PLAQUE/
MARKER

Climate
C. Humid Continental Climate

TOP PLATE

Humid continental climate is prevalent in central Asia, central and northern Europe and the central and
northern US. Hundreds of millions of people currently live in this kind of climate. Humid continental climate is
characterized by warm or hot summers and cold winters with notable amounts of snowfall. The snowfall, for
many parts of this climate type, collects in many inches or in feet. This proves to be the biggest obstacle that
this climate places on the millions who live within its boundaries. The module can be modified so that it is still
usable even with large quantities of snow.

FRONTAL PLATE

The component can be built with an extended top plaque. This will mark the place of the deceased even in
heavy snowfall. Having the units above ground also enables the units to be more visible in snowfall than
traditional graves, and can allow for burials to take place in locations where the ground freezes for large
portions of the year. Units can be made during warmer weather and then utilized in colder weather, making it
possible to hold funerals regardless of temperature or amount of snow.

BOTTOM PLATE
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FRONTAL VENT
RAMMED EARTH

DIRT
CORPSE

Growth - Circulatio
Circulation
Circula
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n
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n
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“Cities don’t start out big and neither do
companies.”

“Without continual growth and progress, such words
as improvement, achievement, and success have no
meaning.”

-Anonymous

-Benjamin Franklin

Growth - Circulation
Grid
The module is very flexible in how it can be used and applied to a site. The module can actually be applied to
existing urban landscape for instances where open sites for new cemeteries are not available. Below is a grid
of how the module can be applied to new sites in a way. The goal of the design is to maximize space usage
without sacrificing important architectural features such as design, public space, and circulation.
The is divided based on proportions. The width of the central walkways being one unit. The central walkways
are divided into secondary and tertiary spaces with a large, primary space in the center. The tertiary spaces
are two units on each side, the secondary spaces are four units on each side, and the primary spaces are 10
by 16 units. The different sizes allow for varied opportunities in the site. The smaller spaces provide mental
breaks in the long pathways. the medium spaces are ideal for rest and quite meditation for visitors. The larger
spaces are meant for gatherings, events, and rituals that can intertwine the site with the community.

SECONDARY
SPACE
TERTIARY
SPACE
PRIMARY
SPACE
SECONDARY
PATHWAYS
COMPONENTS
PRIMARY
PATHWAYS
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Growth - Circulation
A. Rural

Performance

C. Megacity
PROPOSED

PROPOSED

The is how a traditional cemetery compares to the
small city or low density proposal. This is only
factoring space needed for plots and not circulation.
Traditional plots can vary in size, but the modern trend
are plots that are 9’x4’ for a total of 36 ft2 per plot.
The component arranged based on the rural formation
only needs 70% of the space that a traditional
formation would require.
TRADITIONAL

B. City
The is how a traditional cemetery compares to the city
proposal. The city layout is variable when
comparing space effectiveness. The graph shows each
grave taking only 28% of the space that a traditional
grave. This number is flexible. It is comparing a 36 ft2
traditional grave with three modules stacked. This
means that the module can be even more compact
than 28% of a traditional layout if stacked more than
three units tall. The amount of and size of
structural elements, like buttresses, to support this
vertical growth would reduce the efficiency, but by
only small margins.
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In this project megacities are defined as cities where
new construction in unused lots is no longer an option.
These cities are places so dense that cemeteries are
no longer being developed and in many cases burying
the dead is outlawed. The solution for laying the dead
to rest in these places is mentioned in the previous
chapter. The solution allows the deceased to become
integrated into the form of the megacities. The main
drawback is that this solution works best for those
that are cremated and use a smaller version of the
module. It cannot be directly compared to traditional
cemeteries since it operates in a place where
traditional cemeteries are not permitted.

D. Environmental Impact
PROPOSED

TRADITIONAL

The environmental impact is a little harder to
compare. The main reason is because the quantity of
variable factors. To make the analysis easier the graph
compares quantity of nonrenewable or non
biodegradable materials used per grave. The
proposed estimate calculates for 5 ft3 rammed earth
structure created with a 10% cement mixture.
Another assumption made in the analysis is that the
casket will be created from industrial materials that
are non biodegradable and that the cadaver will be
filled with chemicals meant to preserve, not
decompose. With these assuptions in place, a
traditional grave may contain up to 31 ft3 of non
renewable or non biodegradable materials. The
proposed 5 ft3 unit would have 3.5 ft3 of these
materials, or only about 11% of what a traditional grave
contains. This number can be further reduced if the
rammed earth mixture uses less cement.

PROPOSED

TRADITIONAL

Growth - Circulation
Performance
Map of Las Vegas (136 Miles2)
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It is estimated that over the course of the next 25 years 76
million Americans will pass away. If each one of these was buried
in a traditional grave, it would require a cemetery the size of Las
Vegas (136 miles2) to accommodate. To the right is shown how
using the rammed earth components can reduce the size of the
footprint this inevitable impact is going to have. Using the
different arrangements mentioned afore hand can further reduce
the area of land consumed by the deceased. Using the simple,
rural arrangement will reduce this size by 70%, using the city
arrangement will reduce the size to 28% or more. These numbers
are assuming everyone who passes away will want to be buried.
Those wishing to be cremated can see a further reduction to the
spaces shown on the right.

TRADITIONAL

Having the component modeled as shown in the megacity section
can actually come close to reducing the physical footprint of the
deceased to 0% as it can be integrated into existing urban
features.

CITY

RURAL

Growth - Circulation
Time

Height

One of the key features of the component is its ability to return to the earth over time. This feature serves
multiple purposes. The main reasons being that it makes the environmental impact of each burial less
significant, reduces the amount of resources needed for upkeep and maintenance, and allow cemeteries to
be continually used generation after generation without hitting a maximum. For the system to work, it
depends on graves self inter into the earth over time. It also depends on vertical growth over time. The rate
of growth and interment should be comparable to remain perpetually usable. Objects in nature will naturally
inter over time, this natural rate may need to be altered depending on usage and climate. Below is a diagram
of how the site would slowly inter over time while continuing to build vertically.

One important aspect of the module is its ability to expand vertically. This is necessary to meet growing
demand. This allows for cemeteries to be designed in three dimensions instead of two, as they are
primarily done now. The structural nature of the components allows for infrastructure to be constructed in
the gaps between the stacked components. The design opportunities that are available in this space would
be based on necessity and local codes and regulations. Another consideration to make is growth. Growth can
be planned on a uniform scale over the entire site or fill certain areas first. As the components grow in size
vertically, structural modifications will also have to be considered. For optimal results, these element should
be built to be temporary or with biodegradable materials.
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Experience

“For as much as I hate the cemetery, I’ve been
grateful it’s here, too. I miss my wife. It’s easier to
miss her at a cemetery, where she’s never been
anything but dead, than to miss her in all the places
where she was alive.”

“The cemetery is my sense of comfort, my sanctuary
in a world of darkness, the one piece of light that I
have in my life.”

- John Scalzi, Old Man’s War

-Jessica Sorensen
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Experience
Traditional vs. Proposed
Traditional Max (6,840)

Traditional cemetery, as defined by Mark Harris, can be seen in many different examples. In this section a
modern cemetery will be compared to a modular version. The plot that will be compared will be Section 60
in Arlington National Cemetery. The plot is about 16 acres and rectangular. Another important note of
Section 60 is the fact that it is exclusively reserved for US servicemen who have fallen in recent middle eastern conflicts. This is significant because it is the most recently used area of Arlington, or in other words the
most “modern” in a sense.
Section 60 in Arlington holds the capacity for about 2,280 plots. This number could be augmented by
double stacked or triple stacked. The double and triple stacking is limited only to spouses or other close
family members of the servicemen. This means that under ideal circumstances there could be room for up to
6,840 interments, but it is unlikely that actually total will not ever come close to that number.
In his book “Grave Matters: A Journey Through the Modern Funeral Industry to a Natural Way of Burial,”
Mark Harris concludes that modern burials are not sustainable are have a negative impact. Natural burials
are the recommended suggestion, but this research finds that the demand for burials exceeds the current
capacity for natural burials. In addition, natural burials lack some of the experiential elements consumers of
modern funerals look for when burying a loved one.
The graph on the right shows how these two sums compare proportionally.

Proposed (Three Layers, 56,832)
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Experience
Site Map
Below is shown the site map of Section 60 of Arlington Cemetery as it exists currently. The rectangular site
is roughly 1,170 feet from east to west and another 700 feet from north to south. The site is flat and open to
other parts of the cemetery. It is flanked on all sides by paved roads and has a columbarium that lies to the
east.

The site is divided into blocks separated by secondary paths measuring five feet in width and primary paths
measuring 10 feet in width. The primary paths are sufficiently wide for vehicles to pass through. If necessary
for program the secondary paths could be expanded as well without significant reduction to capacity. The
primary space in the center measures 160 feet by 100 feet. the secondary spaces measure 20 feet by 20 and
the tertiary spaces measure 10 feet by ten feet.

The image on the right shows how the site could be arranged in a way to accommodate the proposed
component that has been discussed in this research. It is arranged in the layout discussed in the circulation
chapter of this research.

This creates varying spaces among the graves. This allows for different events to take place and breaks up
the monotony that may occur in rigid and well defined layout.

(Arlington Section 60)

(Proposed)
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Experience
Public Space
In Section 60 in Arlington, the cemetery is primarily an open space divided by short gravestones and sparsely
placed trees. The experience is very open. Visitors to Section 60 can view nearly every other visitor while
they are there. This section is well known for the vocal nature of its visitors. The open area allows for the
conversations of the visitors to carry and be heard throughout the section.
The space is open in a way that allows for small gatherings. The only shading in the section is provided by the
trees that are scattered throughout.

(Arlington Section 60)
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The proposed layout for a hypothetical lot identical to Section 60 of Arlington would be a large open area of
16,000 square feet. It is centralized and functions much like a park or an outdoor auditorium. The area can be
surrounded by structure to amplify the utility of the space as shown below. This further gives a unique
opportunity for large open space in a cemetery that does not encroach on other graves nor in space
intended for other purposes.
The space is located in the center to provide a mental break to the many narrow walkways in the design as
well as open space that will be needed for events, construction and maintenance, and to accommodate any
other changes needed in the future.

(Proposed)

Experience
Public Space
In the proposed layout, there three sizes of open spaces. The first, shown previously, is the large open space
and the other two are medium and smaller spaces distributed evenly throughout the plan. An example of the
medium sized spaces is shown below. It measures 40 feet by 40 feet for an area of 1,600 square feet. This
amount of space allows for a place for vehicles to make maneuvers when navigating the roads or large paths
that cut through the proposed design.
The layout also allows for gatherings that large, while allowing for more privacy than what would be alloted in
the large central space. The space can also accommodate larger vegetation. The size and spacing allows for
benches or other fixtures to enhance visitor comfort and experience.

(Proposed)
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The medium spaces are separated by smaller spaces. These smaller spaces are 20 feet by 20 feet for 400
square feet. The area is not very big, but it creates a very small or private space. Like the larger spaces, it
breaks up the monotony of the layout and provides a place for very small groups of people to gather.
Adding these small spaces throughout the site reduce the total carrying capacity of the site, but by a very
small amount. These intersections also can be used for cars going through to turn or adjust course as
necessary.

(Proposed)

Experience
Mourning
One of the most important services a cemetery fulfills for the living is providing a physical place where those
who have lost a loved one to mourn and physically feel close to the ones who have passed. This process of
mourning is extremely important for people to engage in after loss to maintain one’s health. The process is
not entirely done within the bounds of a cemetery, but there are important steps that are common in a
person’s mourning process.

The proposed setup for Section 60 is significantly more dense, but creates many private spaces where one
can easily mourn in private. The three varied sizes of open spaces also works as a metaphor for one’s grieving
process in relation with society and groups.
After mourning, one can slowly pass through the open spaces from smallest to largest. This helps mourners
adjust back to normal life after an emotional visit to the resting place of a loved one.

Mourning in a cemetery often begins in a group as a funeral. This group slowly shrinks as the funeral ends
and the crowd dissipates. The inverse is true afterwards as individual mourners return. The individual visits
to mourn, usually in private, and slowly returns to society and larger groups. Traditional cemeteries typically
lack any significant amount of privacy. The wide open space makes visibility high and privacy, even from a
distance, low.

(Arlington Section 60)
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(Proposed)

Experience
Mourning
Crowded cemeteries can make it difficult or uncomfortable to have funerals on site. It can be difficult to have
large groups meet together. For this reason, many funerals and end of life services are held at separate
locations. The proposed design has the infrastructure to contain end of life rituals. This is why many
traditional funerals in the US have a memorial in one place, then the burial in a cemetery with a reduced
crowd.

The tight spacing of the proposed layout makes having large gatherings for funerals, or other end of life
rituals, directly at the resting place difficult. It can also complicate military honors as well. As a result, some
rituals and traditions experienced in a standard cemetery may need to be altered. While funeral services
with many attendees may not work in the five foot corridors, the many openings throughout can help remedy
this.

In Arlington, the wide open spaces make a burial with military honors easier, but does require the graves to
remain at the current spacing.

The components themselves are structural, meaning that be climbed if necessary for a specific ritual, for
example, a burial with military honors.

(Arlington Section 60)

(Proposed)
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Experience
Tourist Experience
Collectively, Arlington Cemetery brings in over 3 million tourists each year, meaning those who come for
reasons other than to mourn a loved one, and has a large economic impact on the area. Tourists visit for a
variety of reasons, as mentioned in the “Visitors” section of this publication. Specifically, here in Arlington
visitors often come as an extension to their visit in Washington DC. It is popular for its famous residents,
military presence, and famous landmarks.
For a new layout or proposal to be successful, it must satisfy this bloc.

(Arlington Section 60)
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The layout of this hypothetical site creates many large, semiprivate, spaces, perfect for a wide variety of
events. The site lies within Washington DC tourist area. Washington DC is one of the highest visited cities in
the country and continues to attract more people every year. The area also hosts many events and festivals
throughout the year to celebrate the nation and it unique history and bright future.
Much of this story cannot be told without the inclusion of death. Arlington Cemetery has been one of the
main ways to tell this part of history to tourists using the graves of past presidents, tomb of the unknown
soldier, and cultural events relating to death. An example of such are the Dia de los Muertos events held in
the fall. The open pockets in the proposal serve as ideal spaces to touch on the subject of death through
events, festivals, and other types of gatherings.

(Proposed)

Experience
Tourist Experience
When visiting a place as a tourist, there usually are a set of expectations of what each individual should do or
see. This is known to many as the “tourist experience.” An example would be tourists visiting Las Vegas would
be expected to see the strip to get the full “tourist experience” regardless of one’s disposition for gambling
or drinking. It expected by tourists around the world to document these visits and experiences electronically
with a phone or another, similar, device.
Many of these places are judged on their “Instagramable” shots or aesthetic qualities when photographed or
recorded. The multi-layered relationship of the many components and the spaces between them is designed
to create many of these aesthetic shots, thereby appeasing and appealing to tourists.

(Proposed)
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The large bulk and heavy appearance of the components in the proposed site may intimidate and deter some
tourists. Therefore, the entrances and exteriors are designed in a way to entice tourists and other visitors to
enter. This helps the design be a hospitable space to both the living as well as the dead.
The outward facing sides are also important because it acts as a barrier from the internal and external. In
other places this may mean that security or other essential infrastructure may need to be installed here. The
large gaps and separations at the entrances give flexability in program.

(Proposed)

Experience
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Summary
In conclusion, cemeteries have been important places in nearly every culture throughout human history. Funerals have served both pragmatically to remove the deceased from society as well as emotionally to
connect the living with those who have passed on. The changing cities and societies of human history slowly
led to the creation of what we acknowledge as traditional cemeteries. The thesis of this research is
“traditional cemeteries can be improved in terms of economic use of space, circulation, and visitor
experience. Improving these aspects will make cemeteries more environmentally sustainable, more practical
for people and cities, and overall improve the experience of the modern consumer.”
Traditional cemeteries over the centuries have altered their spacial arrangements. Overtime many of these
arrangements have collided with growing urban developments. This has resulted in many cemeteries
becoming cramped. Many modern cemeteries are making drastic changes to help relieve this burden. Many
of these changes result in sacrificing customers or sacrificing circulation. Traditional cemeteries that are
successful are, based on the research, well organized. The organization includes different paths for varied
types of traffic. For example many cemeteries in the US have central circulation as roads for vehicles with
pedestrian paths being secondary and tertiary. This organization and grid also must have room to grow and
expand. Successful traditional cemeteries require labor and financing to survive and thrive. The best
indicator to ensure the continual flow of essential resources is for the cemetery to embed itself into its
adjacent communities. This bond between the two is forged and maintained through quality and frequent
visitor experiences. Regardless of a cemeteries success in these metrics, the environmental record of the
creation and maintenance of these institutions is abysmal.
For the most part, traditional cemeteries have not seen drastic changes that all other industries have seen
the past few centuries. While cemeteries provide an essential service, as they did in the past, it has become
woefully inefficient, much like a horse and carriage on a freeway. There are many ways which the elements
that make traditional cemeteries successful can be applied to designs that make new cemeteries which are
both good and more efficient. As the world evolves these changes are needed for cemeteries to remain
relevant.
The research looks into one possible method that is adaptable with nearly every biome and urban
density. The proposed method places bodies in the fetal position to reduce the horizontal space required.
The deceased is then surrounded on all four sides by earthen elements. These earthen elements can be
rammed earth panels for above ground burials, or just the earth beneath the surface with a rammed earth
panel on top. This formula can even be simplified for those wishing to be cremated. Using rammed earth and
other complimentary materials, the proposal is significantly more environmentally friendly and considers
scarcity created by the modern world. This formula creates a unique module that can be structural to create
unique spaces and improve on issues caused by density. The spaces created work well to create successful
circulation. The paths allow vehicles without prioritizing them over pedestrians. The pathways are sufficiently
narrow to create a solemn environment without inducing claustrophobia. These narrow spaces are broken up
regularly where visitors can rest mentally and physically. These semi-private spaces also make ideal locations
for certain community events.
This research shows that traditional cemeteries can be very important places for the human experience and
with modifications cemeteries in the future can be this while be addressing the changing needs on humanity.

Critical Analysis of Project
Professional Critiques
“This is a brave topic to tackle and one that is ignored, unrightfully so, by many architects.
Although I do not completely agree with the solution, I do admire the process by which
Landon used to arrive at his solution, very impressive.” -Edward Vance, Architect
“There are many components to this design that are highly untraditional and may be
difficult for people to accept or adapt to.” -Ian David, Architect
“Do you believe that some people would want to keep their body preserved? Isn’t that the
point of a burial?” -Dr. Janet White
“I am happy to see how much this research has progressed since the beginning. My two
comments are that I’d like to see how the design can deal with the hordes of tourists that
often swarm successful cemeteries. These groups and visitors often make it difficult for
mourners to have privacy. I’d like to see some solutions to this. My second comment would
be in regards to the recent SARS-Covid-19 virus. In my hometown in Italy the virus has hit
so hard that cemeteries have been unable to keep up and many are being forced to
become cremated. I would like to see how your design can deal with pandemics and other
similar events.” - Marta Soligo, PH.D. Student

Response From Author
I do agree that cemeteries are a part of the built environment that is often ignored by
architects, but has great potential to add to urban development. As a person who regularly
likes to travel, I like visiting cemeteries and enjoy what they are, but I do see the potential
for change that these places have. It is difficult to make successful proposals that go against
tradition. Thats why this proposal incorporates many traditional elements into its design, such
as the surround encasement being made from earth.
In regards to the preservation of corpses, the design is focused on its ability to integrate with
nature by having a reduced carbon emission and being composed of biodegradable elements,
including the remains of the deceased. Thats why preservation of the body is not a priority in
this design. It is a pretty sharp breakaway from tradition, but it goes along the central tenant
of natural burials, which are becoming increasingly popular.
It is difficult to design a space that is appealing for both tourists and mourners that separates
both groups from each other. In this design, I attempt to do so by creating many long, narrow
pathways separated by larger paths and spaces. This design, ideally, should put many
mourners in the narrow pathways and grant them solitude, whereas the tourists and
other types of visitors will be more attracted to the larger paths and open spaces. It does not
guarantee that these groups will not interfere one with the other, but it should encourage the
right amount of separation.
In response to the sharp increase in demand we are seeing due to the pandemic and its
effects on the handling of the deceased, I believe that this design does not offer a particularly
good solution. This design, like most all other burial practices, requires some type of
production and human labor. In times where both are more scarce and demand is higher we
are seeing mass graves and cremation becoming the popular methods due to necessity. I am
not sure if we currently have the means to realize a better approach at this time.
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